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Abstract
This work presents an extension of discretely entropy stable discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods to the
resistive magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) equations. Although similar to the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations at first sight, there are some important differences concerning the resistive MHD equations that
need special focus. The continuous entropy analysis of the ideal MHD equations, which are the advective
parts of the resistive MHD equations, shows that the divergence-free constraint on the magnetic field com-
ponents must be incorporated as a non-conservative term in a form either proposed by Powell or Janhunen.
Consequently, this non-conservative term needs to be discretized, such that the approximation is consistent
with the entropy. As an extension of the ideal MHD system, we address in this work the continuous analysis
of the resistive MHD equations and show that the entropy inequality holds. Thus, our first contribution
is the proof that the resistive terms are symmetric and positive semi-definite when formulated in entropy
space as gradients of the entropy variables. Moreover, this enables the construction of an entropy stable DG
discretization for the resistive MHD equations. However, the resulting method suffers from large errors in
the divergence-free constraint, since no particular treatment of divergence errors is included in the standard
resistive MHD model. Hence, our second contribution is the extension of the resistive MHD equations with
proper divergence cleaning based on a generalized Lagrange multiplier (GLM) strategy. We construct and
analyze a DG method that is entropy stable for the resistive MHD equations and has a built-in GLM di-
vergence cleaning mechanism. The theoretical derivations and proofs are then verified by several numerical
examples. Specifically, we demonstrate that the entropy stable method with GLM divergence cleaning is
more robust than the standard high-order DG method for the resistive MHD equations.
Keywords: magnetohydrodynamics, resistivity, entropy stability, discontinuous Galerkin spectral element
method, hyperbolic divergence cleaning, summation-by-parts
1. Introduction
The resistive magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations are of great interest in many areas of plasma,
space and astrophysics. This stems from a wide range of applications such as electromagnetic turbulence in
conducting fluids, magnetically confined fusion for power generation, modeling the action of dynamos and
predicting the interaction of the solar wind with planets or moons. The governing equations are able to
describe both dense and sparse plasmas that are time-dependent with motions that feature a wide range of
temporal and spatial scales, e.g., compressible MHD turbulence. In addition, the resistive MHD equations
exhibit a mixed hyperbolic-parabolic character depending on the strength of the viscous or resistive effects.
Another important property, in a closed physical system is the second law of thermodynamics, i.e., the
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evolution of the entropy. In the absence of resistivity and viscosity, that is for the ideal MHD model,
and if the resulting solutions are smooth, the entropy of the system is an additional conserved quantity,
although not explicitly built into the mathematical model. Further, in the presence of shocks, the second
law of thermodynamics becomes the entropy inequality, e.g. [26], which guarantees that entropy is always
dissipated with the correct sign. It is assumed that the additional resistive terms have a pure entropy
dissipative effect as well. But, to the best of our knowledge, no continuous entropy analysis of the resistive
MHD equations has been presented in literature and it is unclear if the entropy inequality holds for the full
resistive MHD equations.
The discrete analog to the entropy inequality of the continuous partial differential equations (PDE) is
entropy stability. Constructing such entropy stable methods for the advective parts of the MHD model has
been studied by many authors, e.g., [2, 8, 35, 43, 54]. A complication when discussing entropy stability
for MHD models is the necessity of the involution condition, that is, the divergence-free constraint of the
magnetic field [2, 25]
→∇ · →B = 0. (1.1)
The condition (1.1), like entropy stability, is an additional PDE not explicitly built into the resistive MHD
equations. To cancel extraneous terms in the entropy analysis requires the addition of a non-conservative
term that is proportional to the divergence of the magnetic field, as first introduced by Godunov [25]. In
the context of numerical schemes, several such non-conservative terms have been proposed over the years by
Brackbill and Barnes [5], Powell [41] and Janhunen [29]. On the continuous level, adding a non-conservative
term scaled by (1.1) is a clever way of adding zero to the model. However, for numerical approximations,
there are known stability and accuracy issues that differ between the three types of non-conservative terms
[45].
Such differences in stability and accuracy are largely due to the discrete satisfaction of the divergence-free
condition. It is well known in the MHD numerics community that even if the initial conditions of a problem
satisfy (1.1), it is not guaranteed that the discrete evolution of a plasma will remain divergence-free in the
magnetic field. Therefore, many numerical techniques have been devised to control errors introduced into
the divergence-free constraint by a numerical approximation. These include adding the aforementioned non-
conservative term, the projection approach of Brackbill and Barnes [5], the method of constrained transport
introduced by Evans and Hawley [14] and the generalized Lagrange multiplier (GLM) hyperbolic divergence
cleaning technique originally proposed for the ideal MHD equations by Dedner et al. [10]. A thorough review
of the behavior and efficacy of these techniques, except hyperbolic divergence cleaning, is provided by Tóth
[51]. Due to its relative ease of implementation and computational efficiency we are most interested in the
method of hyperbolic divergence cleaning. However, the current work is also concerned with constructing
entropy stable numerical approximations. Recent work by Derigs et al. [11] modified the additional GLM
divergence cleaning system in such a way that the resulting ideal GLM-MHD system is consistent with the
continuous entropy analysis and provides inbuilt divergence cleaning capabilities.
The goal of this work is to construct an entropy stable high-order discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method
for the modified GLM-MHD system augmented with resistive terms to obtain a robust, high-order accurate
numerical discretization with inbuilt divergence cleaning. Recently, the construction and analysis of dis-
cretely entropy stable DG methods for non-linear conservation laws have made major progress [6, 24, 35].
The key to discrete entropy stability is to mimic the integration-by-parts property in the DG operators with
the so-called summation-by-parts (SBP) property. This enables the construction of DG methods that are
entropy stable without the assumption of exact evaluation of the variational forms. The reason we are par-
ticularly interested in entropy stability for our DG method is the expected increase in robustness. We know
that for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations an entropy stable DG method has drastically increased
robustness in comparison to the standard DG and even in comparison to DG methods with de-aliasing,
e.g. [6, 24]. Solutions of the resistive MHD equations can be even more complicated than solutions to the
compressible Navier-Stokes equations. As such, we aim for the construction of a high-order method that is
able to capture the wide range of scales in a robust and stable way.
However, the construction of entropy stable high-order DG methods for the resistive MHD equations
involves several key differences in comparison to standard conservation laws. One major difference is the
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addition of a non-conservative PDE term proportional to the discrete divergence of the magnetic field. Typ-
ically, entropy stable discontinuous Galerkin spectral element methods (DGSEM) are built for conservation
laws. Thus, precise and careful numerical treatment of the non-conservative term is necessary. We note that
there is recent work on entropy stable DG methods applied to the ideal MHD equations by Rossmanith [43],
Liu et al. [35] and Gallego-Valencia [20]. In particular, we extend the ideas presented in Liu et al. [35] and
provide clarification and motivation to the structure of the presented discretization of the non-conservative
term and add detailed proofs of the 2D extension. As already mentioned, another important difference is the
numerical control of the divergence-free constraint. To do so, we incorporate the modified GLM divergence
cleaning approach in our full high-order DG entropy analysis. Furthermore, we build on the recent work of
Gassner et al. [23] who showed that using a Bassi-Rebay (BR1) type scheme [3] is entropy stable for the
viscous terms of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, if the scheme is formulated with the gradients of
the entropy variables instead of the gradients of the conservative or primitive variables. To use this proof,
we reformulate the resistive terms by the gradients of the entropy variables and show that the resulting
resistive coefficient matrices are symmetric and positive semi-definite.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Our first main result, in Sec. 2, is the continuous
entropy analysis of the three-dimensional resistive GLM-MHD equations, which demonstrates that the model
indeed satisfies the entropy inequality and that the resistive terms can be recast into a symmetric and positive
semi-definite form. The discontinuous Galerkin spectral element method (DGSEM) is outlined in Sec. 3.
The second main result of this work, in Sec. 4, is to demonstrate the entropy stability of the numerical
approximation by discretely mimicking the continuous entropy analysis with special attention given to the
GLM divergence cleaning and resistive parts. We present numerical results in Sec. 5 to verify the high-
order nature and theoretical entropy conservation (without viscous terms) and entropy stability (including
viscous terms) of the derived scheme. We furthermore demonstrate the increased robustness of the novel
DG method. Conclusion remarks are given in the final section.
2. Continuous entropy analysis
As a starting point for the discussion and numerical approximations in this work we outline the resistive
GLM-MHD equations. In general, we consider systems of conservation laws in a domain Ω ⊂ R3 defined as
ut +
→∇ ·↔f = 0, (2.1)
where u denotes the vector of conserved variables and
↔
f the multidimensional flux vector. These definitions
allow for a compact notation that will simplify the analysis, i.e., we define block vectors with the double
arrow as
↔
f =
 f1f2
f3
 , (2.2)
and the spatial gradient of a state as
→∇u =
 uxuy
uz
 . (2.3)
The gradient of a spatial vector is a second order tensor, written in matrix form as
→∇→v =

∂v1
∂x
∂v1
∂y
∂v1
∂z
∂v2
∂x
∂v2
∂y
∂v2
∂z
∂v3
∂x
∂v2
∂y
∂v3
∂z
 (2.4)
and the divergence of a flux written as a block vector is defined as
→∇ ·↔f = (f1)x + (f2)y + (f3)z . (2.5)
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2.1. Resistive GLM-MHD equations
The equations that govern the evolution of resistive, conducting fluids depend on the solution as well as
its gradient [12, 15, 52]. In the advective components we also include the recent modifications proposed by
Derigs et al. [11] to incorporate a GLM divergence cleaning framework into the model. Thus, the complete
mathematical model considered in this work can be defined in the domain Ω ⊂ R3 by
ut +
→∇ ·↔fa(u)− →∇ ·↔fv(u, →∇u) + φ(→∇ · →B) = r (2.6)
with u = (%, %→v,E,
→
B,ψ)T as well as the advective and viscous fluxes:
↔
fa(u) =

%
→
v
%(
→
v
→
v T ) +
(
p+ 12‖
→
B‖2
)
I − →B →BT
→
v
(
1
2% ‖
→
v‖2 + γpγ−1 + ‖
→
B‖2
)
− →B
(
→
v · →B
)
+ chψ
→
B
→
v
→
BT − →B →v T + chψI
ch
→
B

↔
fv(u,
→∇u) =

0
τ
τ
→
v − →∇T − µR
((→∇× →B)× →B)
µR
((→∇ →B)T − →∇ →B)
0

(2.7)
Here, %, →v = (v1, v2, v3)T , p, E are the mass density, fluid velocities, pressure and total energy, respectively,→
B = (B1, B2, B3)
T denotes the magnetic field components and I the 3 × 3 identity matrix. Furthermore,
the viscous stress tensor reads [31]
τ = µNS((
→∇→v )T + →∇→v )− 2
3
µNS(
→∇ · →v )I (2.8)
and the heat flux is defined as
→∇T = −κ→∇
(
p
R%
)
. (2.9)
The introduced constants µNS, µR, κ,R > 0 describe the viscosity from the Navier-Stokes equations, resis-
tivity of the plasma, thermal conductivity and the universal gas constant, respectively. In particular, the
constants µNS and µR are first-order transport coefficients that describe the kinematic viscosity and the
diffusivity of the magnetic field [55]. We close the system with the ideal gas assumption, which relates the
total energy and pressure
p = (γ − 1)
(
E − 1
2
% ‖→v‖2 − 1
2
‖ →B‖2 − 1
2
ψ2
)
, (2.10)
where γ denotes the adiabatic coefficient.
The system (2.6) contains the GLM extension indicated by the additional field variable ψ, which controls
the divergence error and propagates it out of the physical domain by the constant wave speed ch. We also
introduce two non-conservative terms: The first one is φ scaled by
→∇ · →B and, thus, zero in the continuous
case. The particular choice of φ is related to the thermodynamic properties of (2.6) as it ensures the entropy
conservation for the advective part of the system outlined in the next section. In the original approach to
derive thermodynamically consistent methods for the ideal MHD equations φ is chosen to be the Powell
source term [2, 41], which also recovers the symmetrization of the system [25]. In this work we restrict to
the alternative Janhunen source term [29], for two reasons:
1. It is sufficient to restore the satisfaction of the second law of thermodynamics even when
→∇ · →B 6= 0,
e.g. [54], which is important in the construction of entropy stable numerical methods.
2. The equations remain conservative in all the hydrodynamic variables so the satisfaction of the first
law of thermodynamics, i.e. conservation of the total energy, is unchanged.
In particular, the components of the Janhunen source term are
φ = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, v1, v2, v3, 0)
T
. (2.11)
We note that because on the continuous level
→∇ · →B = 0 the modification of φ to the resistive GLM-MHD
system is consistent.
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The second source term r on the right hand side of the system solely provides additional damping of the
divergence error [10, 11], if desired, and is
r = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−αψ)T (2.12)
with α ≥ 0.
2.2. Thermodynamic properties of the system
To discuss the thermodynamic properties of the resistive GLM-MHD equations (2.6) we translate the
concepts of the first and second law of thermodynamics into a mathematical context. To do so, we first
exclusively examine the advective and non-conservative term proportional to (1.1). The ideal GLM-MHD
equations satisfy the first law of thermodynamics, because the evolution of the total fluid energy is one
of the conserved quantities. This is true for any choice of the vector φ because (1.1) is assumed to hold
in the continuous analysis. But, on the discrete level, this is not the case as noted by many authors
[11, 29, 41, 51]. However, the mathematical description of the second law of thermodynamics is more subtle,
because the entropy is not explicitly built into the system. Thus, we require more formalism and utilize the
well-developed entropy analysis tools for hyperbolic systems, e.g. [26, 38, 46]. As such, we define a strongly
convex entropy function that is then used to define an injective mapping between state space and entropy
space. Note that we adopt the mathematical notation that the entropy function is negative as is often done,
e.g. [26, 48]. Once the advective terms are accounted for in entropy space, we demonstrate the first main
result of this work: the resistive terms do not violate the second law of thermodynamics.
For the ideal and the resistive GLM-MHD equations a suitable entropy function is the entropy density
divided by the constant (γ − 1) for convenience as
S(u) = − %s
γ − 1 with s = ln
(
p%−γ
)
, (2.13)
where s is the physical entropy [32]. From the entropy function we define the entropy variables to be
w =
∂S
∂u
=
(
γ − s
γ − 1 − β ‖
→
v‖2 , 2βv1, 2βv2, 2βv3, − 2β, 2βB1, 2βB2, 2βB3, 2βψ
)T
(2.14)
and we introduce β = %2p , which is proportional to the inverse temperature.
It is known, that for smooth solutions when we contract the ideal GLM-MHD equations without viscous
fluxes nor any source term r on the right hand side by the entropy variables (2.14) we obtain the entropy
conservation law [11]
∂S
∂t
+
→∇ · →f  = 0, (2.15)
where we define the entropy fluxes to be
→
f  =
→
vS. (2.16)
Additionally, as it will be necessary in later derivations and the proof of discrete entropy stability, we
compute the entropy flux potential to be
→
Ψ = wT
↔
fa − →f  + θ →B, (2.17)
where we introduce notation for the non-conservative state vector φ (2.11) contracted into entropy space
θ = wTφ = 2β(
→
v · →B). (2.18)
We note that, if the Powell non-conservative state vector [41] was used, the result (2.18) still holds [11].
Furthermore, e.g. in case of shock discontinuities, the solution satisfies the following entropy inequality
St +
→∇ · (→vS) ≤ 0, (2.19)
which is the mathematical description of the second law of thermodynamics for the ideal MHD equations.
Next, we account for the resistive terms to demonstrate the entropy inequality for the resistive GLM-MHD
equations. To do so, we require a suitable representation to discuss how the resistive terms affect (2.19).
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Lemma 1 (Entropy representation of viscous fluxes).
The viscous fluxes of the resistive GLM-MHD equations in (2.7) can be expressed by gradients of the entropy
variables as
↔
fv(u,
→∇u) = K→∇w (2.20)
with a block matrix K ∈ R27×27 that is symmetric and positive semi-definite matrix, i.e,
qTKq ≥ 0, ∀q ∈ R27. (2.21)
Proof. First, we consider the viscous fluxes of the resistive GLM-MHD system in (2.7) separately
↔
fv(u,
→∇u) = [fv1 , fv2 , fv3 ]T (2.22)
with
fv1 =

0
µNS
(
2(v1)x − 23 ((v1)x + (v2)y + (v3)z)
)
µNS ((v1)y + (v2)x)
µNS ((v1)z + (v3)x)
C1
0
µR ((B2)x − (B1)y)
µR ((B3)x − (B1)z)
0

fv2 =

0
µNS ((v1)y + (v2)x)
µNS
(
2(v2)y − 23 ((v1)x + (v2)y + (v3)z)
)
µNS ((v2)z + (v3)y)
C2
µR ((B1)y − (B2)x)
0
µR ((B3)y − (B2)z)
0

fv3 =

0
µNS ((v1)z + (v3)x)
µNS ((v2)z + (v3)y)
µNS
(
2(v3)z − 23 ((v1)x + (v2)y + (v3)z)
)
C3
µR ((B1)z − (B3)x)
µR ((B2)z − (B3)y)
0
0

where
C1 =µNS
(
v1
(
2(v1)x − 2
3
((v1)x + (v2)y + (v3)z)
)
+ v2 ((v2)x + (v1)y) + v3 ((v3)x + (v1)z)
)
+
κ
R
(
p
%
)
x
+ µR (B2 ((B2)x − (B1)y) +B3 ((B3)x − (B1)z)) ,
C2 =µNS
(
v2
(
2(v2)y − 2
3
((v1)x + (v2)y + (v3)z)
)
+ v1 ((v2)x + (v1)y) + v3 ((v3)y + (v2)z)
)
+
κ
R
(
p
%
)
y
+ µR (B1 ((B1)y − (B2)x) +B3 ((B3)y − (B2)z)) ,
C3 =µNS
(
v3
(
2(v3)z − 2
3
((v1)x + (v2)y + (v3)z)
)
+ v1 ((v1)z + (v3)x) + v2 ((v2)z + (v3)y)
)
+
κ
R
(
p
%
)
z
+ µR (B1 ((B1)z − (B3)x) +B2 ((B2)z − (B3)y)) .
Using the vector of entropy variables from (2.14)
w = (w1, . . . , w9)
T
=
(
γ − s
γ − 1 − β‖
→
v‖2, 2βv1, 2βv2, 2βv3, − 2β, 2βB1, 2βB2, 2βB3, 2βψ
)T
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we find the following relations:
→∇v1 = − 1
w5
→∇w2 + w2
w25
→∇w5
→∇v2 = − 1
w5
→∇w3 + w3
w25
→∇w5
→∇v3 = − 1
w5
→∇w4 + w4
w25
→∇w5
→∇B1 = − 1
w5
→∇w6 + w6
w25
→∇w5
→∇B2 = − 1
w5
→∇w7 + w7
w25
→∇w5
→∇B3 = − 1
w5
→∇w8 + w8
w25
→∇w5
→∇
(
p
%
)
=
1
w25
→∇w5
With some algebraic effort we can determine the matrices Kij ∈ R9×9, (i, j = 1, 2, 3) to express the viscous
fluxes in terms of matrices times the gradients of entropy variables:
fv1 = K11
∂w
∂x
+ K12
∂w
∂y
+ K13
∂w
∂z
(2.23)
fv2 = K21
∂w
∂x
+ K22
∂w
∂y
+ K23
∂w
∂z
(2.24)
fv3 = K31
∂w
∂x
+ K32
∂w
∂y
+ K33
∂w
∂z
(2.25)
We collect all these 9× 9 block matrices into the matrix K ∈ R27×27
K =
K11 K12 K13K21 K22 K23
K31 K32 K33
 , (2.26)
which clearly yields
↔
fv =
↔
fv(u,
→∇u) = K→∇w. (2.27)
For clarification, we present the first matrix
K11 =
1
w5

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 − 4µR3 0 0 4µRw23w5 0 0 0 0
0 0 −µNS 0 µNSw3w5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −µNS µNSw4w5 0 0 0 0
0 4µNSw23w5
µNSw3
w5
µNSw4
w5
− 4µNSw22
3w25
− µNSw23
w25
− µNSw24
w25
+ κRw5 −
µRw
2
7
w25
− µRw28
w25
0 µRw7w5
µRw8
w5
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 µRw7w5 0 −µR 0 0
0 0 0 0 µRw8w5 0 0 −µR 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

. (2.28)
The other matrices K12, . . . ,K33 are explicitly stated in Appendix A. It is straightforward to verify that the
matrix K is symmetric by inspecting the block matrices listed in (2.28) and (A.1) - (A.8) where the following
relationships hold
K11 = K
T
11, K22 = K
T
22, K33 = K
T
33, K12 = K
T
21, K13 = K
T
31, K23 = K
T
32. (2.29)
To show that the matrix K is positive semi-definite is more involved. We first note that it is possible to
split the matrix (2.26) into the viscous terms associated with the Navier-Stokes equations and the resistive
terms of the magnetic fields that arise in the resistive GLM-MHD equations. We exploit this fact and rewrite
the total diffusion matrix into two pieces
K = KNS + KRMHD, (2.30)
where all terms with µNS are put in KNS and all terms with µR are in KRMHD. It is easy to verify that
the NS and RMHD block matrices are symmetric, as both satisfy (2.29). A further convenience is that the
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Navier-Stokes part, KNS, is known to be positive semi-definite [13]
qTKNSq ≥ 0, ∀q ∈ R27. (2.31)
Thus, all that remains is to demonstrate that the additional resistive dissipation matrix, KRMHD, is positive
semi-definite. To do so we examine the eigenvalues of the system. We use the computer algebra system
Maxima [36] to find an explicit expression of the eigenvalues to be
λRMHD0 = 0, λ
RMHD
1 =
2µRp
%
, λRMHD2 =
µRp
(
‖ →B‖2 + 2
)
%
, multiplicity: {24, 1, 2}. (2.32)
Under the physical assumptions that p, % > 0 and µR ≥ 0 we see that the eigenvalues (2.32) of the matrix
KRMHD are all non-negative. Hence, the block matrix K is symmetric and positive semi-definite.
With the ability to rewrite the viscous fluxes as a linear combination of the entropy variable gradients,
we present our first main result:
Theorem 1 (Entropy inequality for the resistive GLM-MHD equations).
The resistive GLM-MHD equations (2.6), when contracted by the entropy variables, satisfy the entropy
inequality (2.19), provided we choose φ to be the Powell [41] or Janhunen non-conservative term (2.11) and
α ≥ 0 in (2.12).
Proof. We start by contracting the resistive GLM-MHD system (2.6) with the entropy variables and integrate
over the domain:
〈ut,w〉+
〈→∇ ·↔fa(u) + φ(→∇ · →B),w〉 = 〈→∇ ·↔fv(u, →∇u),w〉+ 〈r,w〉 . (2.33)
Here, 〈·, ·〉 denotes the L2(Ω) inner product, e.g.,
〈ut,w〉 =
∫
Ω
wTut dV. (2.34)
From the definition of the entropy variables we have
wTut =
(
∂S
∂u
)T
ut = St. (2.35)
Next, for clarity, we separate the advective flux into Euler, ideal MHD and GLM parts
↔
fa(u) =
↔
fa,Euler +
↔
fa,MHD +
↔
fa,GLM. (2.36)
The Euler terms generate the divergence of the entropy flux, e.g., [26]
wT
(→∇ ·↔fa,Euler) = →∇ · →f , (2.37)
the ideal MHD and non-conservative term cancel, e.g., [2, 35]
wT
(→∇ ·↔fa,MHD + φ(→∇ · →B)) = 0 (2.38)
and the GLM terms vanish directly with the modifications introduced in [11]
wT
(→∇ ·↔fa,GLM) = 0. (2.39)
The damping source term for the GLM divergence cleaning is zero in all but its ninth component, so we see
wT r = −2αβψ2. (2.40)
Thus, we have
〈St, 1〉+
〈→∇ · →f , 1〉 = 〈→∇ ·↔fv,w〉+ 〈−2αβψ2, 1〉 . (2.41)
Next, to demonstrate the entropy stability for the resistive GLM-MHD equations, we address the viscous
flux components. So, we integrate by parts for the remaining inner product including the viscous fluxes and
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obtain
〈St, 1〉+
〈→∇ · →f , 1〉 = ∫
∂Ω
wT
(↔
fv · →n
)
dS−
〈↔
fv,
→∇w
〉
− 〈2αβψ2, 1〉 , (2.42)
where →n denotes the outward pointing normal vector at the domain boundaries. Assuming these to be
periodic and using Lemma 1, we arrive at
〈St, t〉+
〈→∇ · →f , 1〉 = −〈K→∇w, →∇w〉− 〈2αβψ2, 1〉 . (2.43)
Since K is symmetric and positive semi-definite and α, β ≥ 0, all inner products on the right hand side are
positive and thus
〈St, 1〉+
〈→∇ · →f , 1〉 ≤ 0. (2.44)
Remark 1. Splitting the flux contraction in the continuous entropy analysis is useful to keep track of which
terms contribute to the entropy flux and which terms cancel. This will also be the case in the discrete
entropy analysis of the high-order DG approximation. As such, the entropy flux potential is split into Euler,
ideal MHD and GLM components
→
Ψ =
→
ΨEuler +
→
ΨMHD +
→
ΨGLM, (2.45)
where
→
ΨEuler = wT
↔
fa,Euler − →f , (2.46)
→
ΨMHD = wT
↔
fa,MHD + θ
→
B, (2.47)
→
ΨGLM = wT
↔
fa,GLM. (2.48)
In summary, we have demonstrated that the resistive GLM-MHD equations satisfy an entropy inequality.
To do so, we separated the advective contributions into Euler, ideal MHD and GLM pieces and considered the
viscous contributions separately, which served to clarify how each term contributed to the entropy analysis.
A major result is that it is possible to rewrite the resistive terms of the three-dimensional system in an
entropy consistent way to demonstrate that those terms are entropy dissipative. We will use an identical
splitting of the advective and diffusive terms in the discrete entropy stability proofs in Sec. 4 to directly
mimic the continuous analysis. However, we first must build the necessary components of a discontinuous
Galerkin approximation for the resistive GLM-MHD equations.
3. Split form discontinous Galerkin approximation
The goal of this paper is to construct an entropy stable high-order DG method for the resistive GLM-
MHD system (2.6).
In this section, we introduce the building blocks of our nodal DG discretization. Most importantly we
highlight that, as long as the nodal DG approximation is built with the Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto nodes, the
discrete derivative matrix and the discrete mass matrix satisfy the summation-by-parts (SBP) property for
any polynomial order [22]. This is a key property as it allows us to use results from the work of Fisher et al.
[17] and Fisher and Carpenter [16]. We follow the notation introduced in [24] and present a split form DG
approximation, where we have two numerical fluxes, one at the surface and one inside the volume for the
special split form volume integral. Carpenter and Fisher showed that when using an entropy conservative
finite volume flux for the numerical volume flux in a SBP discretization, the property of entropy conservation
extends to the high-order SBP method, i.e. to the higher order DG method.
In the following we introduce the so-called nodal discontinuous Galerkin collocation spectral element
method (DGSEM). We use tensor product elements and derive the strong form including the SBP property
of the volume discretization. Furthermore, we restrict the DGSEM discretization to a two-dimensional
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Cartesian mesh with uniform squared elements. So, the first step in the discretization is to subdivide the
computational domain Ω ⊂ R2 into non-overlapping square elements E1, . . . , EK and map each of these
elements to the reference element E0 = [−1, 1]2. The bilinear mappings Xk : E0 → Ek, Xk(ξ, η) = (x, y) are
defined as
Xk(ξ, η) =
1
4
[
→
x1(1− ξ)(1− η) + →x2(1 + ξ)(1− η) + →x3(1 + ξ)(1 + η) + →x4(1− ξ)(1 + η)] (3.1)
for k = 1, . . . ,K, where {→x1,→x2,→x3,→x4} are the four corners of the element Ek. Since we consider the uniform
Cartesian case, we find the Jacobian of the mappings to be constant
J =
1
4
∆x∆y =
∆x2
4
(3.2)
for equal element side lengths ∆x = ∆xk = ∆yk = ∆y, k = 1, . . . ,K.
Next, on every element, each conserved variable is approximated by a polynomial of degree N in each
spatial direction on E0
u(x, y, t)|Ek = u(ξ, η, t) ≈
N∑
i,j=0
Uij`i(ξ)`j(η) ≡ U, (3.3)
where Uij ≈ u(x, y, t)|Ek are the time dependent nodal degrees of freedom for the considered element Ek
and time t. The interpolating Lagrange basis functions are defined by
`i(ξ) =
N∏
j=0
j 6=i
ξ − ξj
ξi − ξj for i = 0, . . . , N. (3.4)
These basis functions are discretely orthogonal and satisfy the Kronecker-delta property, i.e. `j(ξi) = δij
with δij = 1 for i = j and δij = 0 for i 6= j. To perform the discrete differentiation for polynomials of degree
N , exactly, we introduce the polynomial derivative matrix by
Dij = ∂`j
∂ξ
∣∣∣∣∣
ξ=ξi
for i, j = 0, . . . , N. (3.5)
The nodal DGSEM is built from the weak formulation of the governing equations where any integrals in the
inner products are approximated with a high-order Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto (LGL) quadrature
〈f ,g〉 =
∫
E0
gT f dξdη ≈
N∑
i,j=0
GT (ξi, ηj)F(ξi, ηj)ωiωj ≡ 〈F,G〉N , (3.6)
where {ξi}Ni=0 , {ηj}Nj=0 are the LGL quadrature nodes and {ωi}Ni=0 , {ωj}Nj=0 are the LGL quadrature weights.
The choice of LGL quadrature is necessary, because then the discrete derivative matrix and the discrete mass
matrix satisfy the SBP property for any polynomial order [22]
MD + (MD)T = Q+QT = B = diag(−1, 0, . . . , 0, 1). (3.7)
Here, the collocation of interpolation and quadrature nodes in the approximation introduces the discrete
diagonal mass matrix
M = diag(ω0, . . . , ωN ). (3.8)
We also define the SBP matrix Q and the boundary matrix B in (3.7).
Starting from the original resistive GLM-MHD system we now have all ingredients to formulate the
standard DGSEM approximation. We first multiply by a test function, ϕ, and integrate over the domain Ω
〈ut,ϕ〉+
〈→∇ ·↔fa(u),ϕ〉− 〈→∇ ·↔fv(u, →∇u),ϕ〉+ 〈φ(→∇ · →B),ϕ〉 = 〈r,ϕ〉 . (3.9)
The viscous fluxes require the gradients of the solution. Thus, we introduce an auxiliary variable for the
gradient of the entropy variables, since we know from the continuous analysis, that we can also express the
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viscous fluxes by the entropy variable gradients:
↔
q =
→∇w (3.10)
Now we can finally convert the governing equations into a first order system, condense the notation on the
fluxes, multiply the evolution of the gradients by a different test function,
↔
ϑ, and integrate over Ω to obtain
〈ut,ϕ〉+
〈→∇ ·↔fa,ϕ〉− 〈→∇ ·↔fv,ϕ〉+ 〈φ(→∇ · →B),ϕ〉 = 〈r,ϕ〉〈
↔
q,
↔
ϑ
〉
−
〈→∇w, ↔ϑ〉 = 0 (3.11)
The discretization of the system is done by mapping into the reference element with (3.1) and replacing
all quantities, e.g. the solution u, by polynomial interpolations in terms of (3.3). Also, the integrals in the
weak form (3.11) are approximated by the LGL quadrature rule (3.6):
〈JUt,ϕ〉N +
〈→∇ξ · ↔F˜a,ϕ〉
N
−
〈→∇ξ · ↔F˜v,ϕ〉
N
+
〈
Φ(
→∇ξ ·
→
B˜),ϕ
〉
N
= 〈JR,ϕ〉〈
J
↔
Q,
↔
ϑ
〉
N
−
〈→∇ξW˜, ↔ϑ〉
N
= 0
(3.12)
Since we restrict to uniform Cartesian meshes in two dimensions, the discretized, mapped variables in the
collocated DGSEM read:
↔
F˜a ≈ ∆x
2
↔
fa(U)
↔
F˜v ≈ ∆x
2
↔
fv(U,
↔
Q) W˜ ≈ ∆x
2
w
→
B˜ ≈ ∆x
2
→
B (3.13)
From the SBP property (3.7) we have the relation
D =M−1B −M−1DTM, (3.14)
where we use the fact that the mass matrix M is diagonal. Rewriting the polynomial derivative matrix
by (3.14) allows us to move discrete derivatives off the fluxes and the non-conservative term onto the test
functions in (3.12). This process creates surface and volume contributions in the DGSEM. However, we
must resolve the discontinuities in the surface approximation across element interfaces which naturally arise
in DG methods. To do so, we introduce numerical flux functions
↔
Fa,∗,
↔
F˜v,∗,W˜∗. Additionally, for the
non-conservative term we define the surface evaluation to be
(
Φ
→
B˜
)
♦ and obtain the discrete weak form:
〈JUt,ϕ〉N = −
∫
∂E,N
ϕT
[↔
F˜a,∗ −
↔
F˜v,∗
]
· →n dS−
∫
∂E,N
ϕT
(
Φ
→
B˜
)
♦ · →n dS +
〈↔
F˜a,
→∇ξϕ
〉
N
−
〈↔
F˜v,
→∇ξϕ
〉
N
+
〈 →
B˜,
→∇ξ
(
ϕTΦ
)〉
N
+ 〈JR,ϕ〉N〈
J
↔
Q,
↔
ϑ
〉
N
=
∫
∂E,N
↔
ϑTW˜∗ · →n dS−
〈
W˜,
→∇ξ ·
↔
ϑ
〉
N
(3.15)
The particular choices for the surface discretization of the non-conservative term and the numerical interface
fluxes will be specified in the next section. Moreover, we introduce a compact notation for the surface terms
∫
∂E,N
(↔
F˜ · →n
)
dS =
N∑
j=0
ωjF˜1 (ξ, ηj)
∣∣∣1
ξ=−1
+
N∑
i=0
ωiF˜2 (ξi, η)
∣∣∣1
η=−1
≡
∫
N
F˜1dη
∣∣∣1
ξ=−1
+
∫
N
F˜2dξ
∣∣∣1
η=−1
. (3.16)
As a final step we apply the SBP property once more to the advective flux and non-conservative term in
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the first equation and obtain the discrete strong form of the DGSEM:
〈JUt,ϕ〉N = −
∫
∂E,N
ϕT
[↔
F˜a,∗ −
↔
F˜a
]
· →n dS−
〈→∇ξ · ↔F˜a,ϕ〉
N
+
∫
∂E,N
ϕT
[↔
F˜v,∗ −
↔
F˜v
]
· →n dS +
〈→∇ξ · ↔F˜v,ϕ〉
N
−
∫
∂E,N
ϕT
[(
Φ
→
B˜
)
♦ −Φ
→
B˜
]
· →n dS−
〈
Φ(
→∇ξ ·
→
B˜),ϕ
〉
N
+ 〈JR,ϕ〉N
〈
J
↔
Q,
↔
ϑ
〉
N
=
∫
∂E,N
↔
ϑTW˜∗ · →n dS−
〈
W˜,
→∇ξ ·
↔
ϑ
〉
N
(3.17)
Before we can build a DGSEM approximation that is entropy stable for the resistive GLM-MHD system,
we approximate the volume integral contribution of the advective flux terms in a split form fashion [16, 24]
by {→∇ξ · ↔F˜a}
ij
=
{→
D
↔
F˜a,#
}
ij
= 2
N∑
m=0
DimF˜a,#1 (Uij ,Umj) + 2
N∑
m=0
DjmF˜a,#2 (Uij ,Uim) (3.18)
for i, j = 0, . . . N , where we introduce the two-point, symmetric volume flux
↔
F˜a,#, which is also specified in
the next section. The split formulation of the DG approximation (3.18) offers the flexibility in the DGSEM
to satisfy auxiliary properties such as kinetic energy preservation [28, 30, 40], entropy stability [6, 35] or both
[24, 42]. Kinetic energy preservation has proven to be of interest in the realm of turbulence modeling, e.g.
[19]. Split forms also offer enhanced robustness for under-resolved computations, e.g. for the compressible
Euler equations [24], because they include a built-in dealiasing mechanism for non-linear problems while
remaining conservative for approximations that satisfy the SBP property, e.g. [6, 16, 24]. In this work we
restrict the discussion to a provably entropy stable DGSEM for the resistive GLM-MHD equations as there
is a known equivalence between split forms and entropy stability [46].
In contrast, the volume contributions of the non-conservative terms and the viscous fluxes in the resistive
GLM-MHD equations are approximated by the standard DG derivatives{
Φ(
→∇ξ ·
→
B˜)
}
ij
=
{
Φ
→
DS
→
B˜
}
ij
=
N∑
m=0
Dim Φij
(
B˜1
)
mj
+
N∑
m=0
Djm Φij
(
B˜2
)
im{→∇ξ · ↔F˜v}
ij
=
{→
DS
↔
F˜v
}
ij
=
N∑
m=0
Dim
(
F˜v1
)
mj
+
N∑
m=0
Djm
(
F˜v2
)
im
(3.19)
for i, j = 0, . . . N .
We finally obtain the baseline DGSEM approximation, needed in the next section to prove entropy
stability for the resistive GLM-MHD equations, by the divergence approximations (3.18) and (3.19), the yet
arbitrary surface and volume numerical fluxes and the additional magnetic fields at the element boundaries
to give
〈JUt,ϕ〉N = −
∫
∂E,N
ϕT
[↔
F˜a,∗ −
↔
F˜a
]
· →n dS−
〈→
D
↔
F˜a,#,ϕ
〉
N
+
∫
∂E,N
ϕT
[↔
F˜v,∗ −
↔
F˜v
]
· →n dS +
〈
DS
↔
F˜v,ϕ
〉
N
−
∫
∂E,N
ϕT
[(
Φ
→
B˜
)
♦ −Φ
→
B˜
]
· →n dS−
〈
Φ
→
DS
→
B˜,ϕ
〉
N
+ 〈JR,ϕ〉N
〈
J
↔
Q,
↔
ϑ
〉
N
=
∫
∂E,N
↔
ϑTW˜∗ · →n dS−
〈
W˜,
→∇ξ ·
↔
ϑ
〉
N
(3.20)
The resulting ordinary differential equations are integrated in time by an explicit 4th order low storage
Runge-Kutta method of Carpenter and Kennedy [7] for each element k = 1, . . . ,K. One possible choice for
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a stable explicit time step reads
∆t = min{∆ta,∆tv}, (3.21)
where we select the advective time step using the Courant, Friedrichs and Lewy (CFL) condition, which for
DG type approximations in two spatial dimensions on square Cartesian meshes is [9, 21]
∆ta ≤ CFL|λamax|
(
∆x
2N + 1
)
. (3.22)
Here λamax is the largest advective wave speed at the current time traveling in either the {x, y} direction,
N is the polynomial order of the approximation and CFL ∈ (0, 1] is an adjustable coefficient. A similar
condition is used for the viscous time step selection [21]
∆tv ≤ DFL|λvmax|
(
∆x
2N + 1
)2
, (3.23)
where λvmax is the largest eigenvalue of the viscous flux Jacobian in either the {x, y} direction and DFL ∈ (0, 1]
is a conventional coefficient. Full details on the advective and viscous time step selection can be found in
[1, 11, 12].
Finally, it is still open how to select the numerical surface, volume and viscous fluxes as well as the
evaluation of the surface non-conservative term
(
Φ
→
B˜
)
♦ in (3.20) to obtain entropy stability. The choice of
numerical surface and volume fluxes is based on previous work from Derigs et al. [11] to obtain entropy
stability for the ideal GLM-MHD equations and Carpenter et al. [6] to retain high-order accuracy in the
DGSEM. However, we highlight the contributions of the GLM terms in the DG context and how they affect
the discrete entropy in the next sections. We note that Liu et al. [35] directly presented the final form
of the non-conservative surface term. We, however, provide a motivation for the non-conservative surface
discretization in the context of the split form DG framework. We demonstrate in this work that there is a
proper choice to evaluate the coupling term for the non-conservative term at element interfaces such that
the term of Liu et al. is recovered and the entropy analysis holds. Further, special attention is given to
selecting the viscous numerical fluxes and proving entropy stability for the discrete resistive terms, which
expands on the recent results of Gassner et al. for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations [23].
4. Entropy stable DG scheme for resistive GLM-MHD
Much work in the numerics community has been invested over the years to develop approximations of
non-linear hyperbolic PDE systems that remain thermodynamically consistent, e.g. [8, 18, 22, 49, 53, 54].
This began with the pioneering work of Tadmor [46, 47] to develop low-order finite volume approximations.
Extension to higher spatial order was recently achieved in the context of DG methods for the compressible
Navier-Stokes equations [6, 24] as well as the ideal MHD equations [20, 35]. Remarkably, Carpenter and
Fisher et al. showed that the conditions to develop entropy stable approximations at low-order immediately
apply to high-order methods provided the derivative approximation satisfies the SBP property [6, 16, 17].
In order to get entropy stability we start with the derived split form DG approximation (3.20) and
contract into entropy space by replacing the first test function with the interpolant of the entropy variables
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and the second one with the interpolant of the viscous fluxes to obtain:
〈JUt,W〉N = −
〈→
D
↔
F˜a,#,W
〉
N
−
〈
Φ
→
DS
→
B˜,W
〉
N
+ 〈JR,W〉N
−
∫
∂E,N
WT
[↔
F˜a,∗ −
↔
F˜a
]
· →n dS−
∫
∂E,N
WT
[(
Φ
→
B˜
)
♦ −Φ
→
B˜
]
· →n dS
+
〈
DS
↔
F˜v,W
〉
N
+
∫
∂E,N
WT
[↔
F˜v,∗ −
↔
F˜v
]
· →n dS
〈
J
↔
Q,
↔
F˜v
〉
N
=
∫
∂E,N
(↔
F˜v
)T
W∗ · →n dS−
〈
W,DS
↔
F˜v
〉
N
(4.1)
Here, we have intentionally arranged the advective plus non-conservative volume parts, the advective plus
non-conservative surface parts and the viscous parts of the first equation into separate rows.
The time derivative term in (4.1) is the time rate of change of the entropy in the element. Assuming
that the chain rule with respect to differentiation in time holds (time continuity), we use the contraction
property of the entropy variable (2.35) at each LGL node within the element to see that on each element
k = 1, . . . ,K we have
〈JUt,W〉N = J
N∑
i,j=0
ωiωjW
T
ij
dUij
dt
= J
N∑
i,j=0
ωiωj
dSij
dt
= 〈JSt, 1〉N . (4.2)
To obtain the total discrete entropy we sum over all elements
dS
dt
≡
K∑
k=1
〈
JkSkt , 1
〉
N
. (4.3)
The final goal of this section is to demonstrate the entropy stability of the contracted DG approximation
(4.1) for the resistive GLM-MHD system, i.e.,
dS
dt
≤ 0. (4.4)
To build the result (4.4) we examine each row in the first equation of (4.1) incrementally. In Sec. 4.1, we
demonstrate the behavior of the advective and non-conservative volume as well as interface contributions.
Throughout this section we highlight how the GLM divergence cleaning terms affect the approximation.
Then, in Sec. 4.2, we account for the viscous components of the scheme and demonstrate the second main
result of this work. In particular, we find that the entropy stability of the scheme (4.1) depends on the ability
to rewrite the viscous fluxes in terms of the gradient of the entropy variables (2.27). Also, the selection of
the viscous numerical flux functions must take the entropy variables into account, as was previously noted
for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations by Gassner et al. [23].
4.1. Analysis of the advective parts
This section focuses on the advective parts in the contracted DG approximation (4.1). First, we select
the specific form of the advective interface and volume numerical fluxes in section 4.1.1. In the next section,
4.1.2, we show that the volume contributions of the entropy conservative flux of the Euler terms become the
entropy flux at the surfaces, the ideal MHD and non-conservative terms cancel and the GLM terms vanish.
By splitting the entropy conservative flux into three terms we explicitly see how the discrete contraction
into entropy space mimics the results of the continuous analysis, i.e., (2.37), (2.38) and (2.39). Next, with
the knowledge that the volume contributions move to the interfaces, Sec. 4.1.3 addresses all the surface
contributions and we select the form of the coupling for the non-conservative term. By summing over all the
elements and applying the definition of the entropy conservative fluxes we cancel all the remaining advective
and non-conservative terms.
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4.1.1. Numerical entropy fluxes
A consistent, symmetric numerical flux function, which is entropy conservative for the ideal GLM-MHD
equations, is derived in the finite volume context [11] and serves as the backbone for the high-order entropy
stable DGSEM considered in this work. First, we define the notation for the jump operator, arithmetic and
logarithmic means between a left and right state, aL and aR, respectively
JaK := aR − aL, {{a}} := 1
2
(aL + aR), a
ln := JaK / Jln(a)K , (4.5)
where a numerically stable procedure to evaluate the logarithmic mean is given in [27]. We present the
entropy conserving (EC) numerical flux in the first spatial direction to be
fEC =

%ln {{v1}}
%ln {{v1}}2 − {{B1}}2 + p+ 12
(
{{B1B1}}+ {{B2B2}}+ {{B3B3}}
)
%ln {{v1}} {{v2}} − {{B1}} {{B2}}
%ln {{v1}} {{v3}} − {{B1}} {{B3}}
fEC5
ch {{ψ}}
{{v1}} {{B2}} − {{v2}} {{B1}}
{{v1}} {{B3}} − {{v3}} {{B1}}
ch {{B1}}

(4.6)
with
fEC5 =f
EC
1
[
1
2(γ − 1)βln −
1
2
({{
v21
}}
+
{{
v22
}}
+
{{
v23
}}) ]
+ fEC2 {{v1}}+ fEC3 {{v2}}+ fEC4 {{v3}}
+ fEC6 {{B1}}+ fEC7 {{B2}}+ fEC8 {{B3}}+ fEC9 {{ψ}} −
1
2
( {{
v1B
2
1
}}
+
{{
v1B
2
2
}}
+
{{
v1B
2
3
}} )
+ {{v1B1}} {{B1}}+ {{v2B2}} {{B1}}+ {{v3B3}} {{B1}} − ch {{B1ψ}}
(4.7)
and
p =
{{%}}
2 {{β}} .
This particular choice for f∗ satisfies the discrete entropy conservation condition [8, 11, 20, 35]JwKT fEC = JΨ1K− {{B1}} JθK (4.8)
with the entropy flux potential
→
Ψ (2.17) and the contracted non-conservative state vector θ (2.18).
Moreover, in the presence of shocks or discontinuities, we must add dissipation to the interface fluxes in
terms of the entropy variables to ensure we do not violate the entropy inequality (2.19). In order to create
such an entropy stable scheme, we use the EC flux in (4.6) as a baseline flux and add a general form of
numerical dissipation at the interfaces to get an entropy stable (ES) numerical flux that is applicable to
arbitrary flows
fES = fEC − 1
2
ΛH JwK , (4.9)
where H is the entropy Jacobian and Λ the dissipation matrix. Full details can be found in [11]. It is
straightforward to derive similar EC and ES fluxes for the y−direction.
In the contracted DG approximation (4.1) we select both the two point volume fluxes
↔
F˜a,# and the
advective surface fluxes
↔
F˜a,∗ to be the EC fluxes
↔
F˜a,# =
↔
F˜EC,
↔
F˜a,∗ =
↔
F˜EC, (4.10)
whereas the latter can also include stabilization terms as in (4.9).
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Again, as in the continuous analysis, we split the EC numerical flux function into three components
↔
F˜EC =
↔
F˜EC,Euler +
↔
F˜EC,MHD +
↔
F˜EC,GLM, (4.11)
as well as the appropriate entropy conservation conditions for the numerical flux functions,
JwKT ↔F˜EC,Euler = r→ΨEulerz , (4.12)
JwKT ↔F˜EC,MHD = r→ΨMHDz− {{ →B˜}} JθK , (4.13)
JwKT ↔F˜EC,GLM = r→ΨGLMz , (4.14)
where we use the previously defined split entropy flux potential (2.45). Respectively, (4.12) contains the
hydrodynamic contributions, (4.13) contains the magnetic field parts and (4.14) contains the ψ components.
With the advective numerical fluxes now defined and the splitting of the discrete entropy conditions at
hand we are prepared to examine the volume and surface discretizations in entropy space.
4.1.2. Volume contributions
In this section we focus on the volume discretizations of the advective fluxes as well as the non-
conservative terms in the first row of (4.1). We utilize the flux splitting (4.11) to determine the contributions
from the Euler, MHD and GLM parts, separately. Since the first two have been investigated in the DG
context, see e.g. [20, 35], we address the novel GLM flux part first.
Lemma 2 (Entropy contribution of GLM volume terms).
The GLM volume contributions of (3.20) reduce to zero in entropy space, i.e.,〈→
D
↔
F˜EC,GLM,W
〉
N
= 0. (4.15)
Proof. We first expand the volume contribution from the GLM terms to be〈→
D
↔
F˜EC,GLM,W
〉
N
=
N∑
i,j=0
ωiωjW
T
ij
[
∆x
2
N∑
m=0
2DimFEC,GLM1 (Uij ,Umj) + ∆x2
N∑
m=0
2DjmFEC,GLM2 (Uij ,Uim)
]
, (4.16)
where we peeled the constant mapping term ∆x2 out of the entropy conservative fluxes for convenience.
We focus on the ξ−direction term of the volume integral approximations, as the η−direction is done in
an analogous manner. The sum can be written in terms of the SBP matrix (3.7), Qim = ωiDim,
∆x
2
N∑
j=0
ωj
N∑
i=0
WTij
N∑
m=0
2ωiDimFEC,GLM1 (Uij ,Umj) = ∆x2
N∑
j=0
ωj
N∑
i=0
WTij
N∑
m=0
2QimFEC,GLM1 (Uij ,Umj). (4.17)
We use the summation-by-parts property 2Qim = Qim − Qmi + Bim, perform a reindexing of i and m to
incorperate the Qmi term and use the fact that FEC,MHD1 (Uij ,Umj) is symmetric with respect to the index
i and m to rewrite the ξ−direction contribution to the volume integral approximation as
N∑
i=0
WTij
N∑
m=0
2QimFEC,GLM1 (Uij ,Umj) =
N∑
i,m=0
WTij(Qim −Qmi + Bim)FEC,GLM1 (Uij ,Umj)
=
N∑
i,m=0
Qim (Wij −Wmj)T FEC,GLM1 (Uij ,Umj)
+ Bim WTijFEC,GLM1 (Uij ,Umj).
(4.18)
We have divided the entropy flux potentials into Euler, ideal MHD and GLM components (2.46)-(2.48).
Because the proof at hand only considers the GLM terms we are only concerned with the term
ΨGLM1 = w
T fGLM1 (4.19)
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and the accompanying entropy conservation condition (4.14)JwKT fEC,GLM1 = qΨGLM1 y . (4.20)
We apply the form of (4.20) to rewrite (4.18) with
(Wij −Wmj)T FEC,GLM1 (Uij ,Umj) =
(
ΨGLM1
)
ij
− (ΨGLM1 )mj . (4.21)
Furthermore, note that the entries of the boundary matrix B are only non-zero when i = m = 0 or
i = m = N , so
BimWTijFEC,GLM1 (Uij ,Umj) = Bim
(
ΨGLM1
)
ij
. (4.22)
We substitute (4.21) and (4.22) into the second line of (4.18) to find
N∑
i=0
WTij
N∑
m=0
2QimFEC,GLM1 (Uij ,Umj) =
N∑
i,m=0
Qim
[(
ΨGLM1
)
ij
− (ΨGLM1 )mj]+ Bim (ΨGLM1 )ij . (4.23)
We will examine the terms of the sum (4.23) moving from left to right. Now, because the derivative of a
constant is zero (i.e. the rows of Q sum to zero),
N∑
i,m=0
Qim
(
ΨGLM1
)
ij
=
N∑
i=0
(
ΨGLM1
)
ij
N∑
m=0
Qim = 0. (4.24)
Next, on the second term, we use the SBP property (3.7) and reindex on the Qmi term to rewrite
−
N∑
i,m=0
Qim
(
ΨGLM1
)
mj
= −
N∑
i,m=0
(Bim −Qmi)
(
ΨGLM1
)
mj
= −
N∑
i,m=0
(Bim −Qim)
(
ΨGLM1
)
ij
= −
N∑
i,m=0
Bim
(
ΨGLM1
)
ij
+
N∑
i,m=0
Qim
(
ΨGLM1
)
ij
= −
N∑
i,m=0
Bim
(
ΨGLM1
)
ij
+
N∑
i=0
(
ΨGLM1
)
ij
N∑
m=0
Qim
= −
N∑
i,m=0
Bim
(
ΨGLM1
)
ij
+ 0,
(4.25)
where, again, one term drops out due to consistency of the matrix Q. Therefore, from (4.25), we now have
N∑
i=0
WTij
N∑
m=0
2QimFEC,GLM1 (Uij ,Umj) =
N∑
i,m=0
−Bim
(
ΨGLM1
)
ij
+ Bim
(
ΨGLM1
)
ij
= 0. (4.26)
An analogous result to (4.26) holds in the η−direction of the volume integral approximation, leading to
the desired result〈→
D
↔
F˜EC,GLM,W
〉
N
= 0. (4.27)
Remark 2. If we also take the damping source term of the GLM divergence cleaning into account, the
statement of Lemma 2 becomes an inequality, i.e.〈→
D
↔
F˜EC,GLM,W
〉
N
+ 〈JR,W〉N ≤ 0, (4.28)
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since
〈JR,W〉N = −J
N∑
i,j=0
ωiωj
(
2αβijψ
2
ij
) ≤ 0, (4.29)
for α, βij ≥ 0. This result corresponds to discrete entropy stability instead of conservation and will be
excluded for the following discussion of the remaining advective parts.
Corollary 1 (Entropy contribution of total volume terms).
For each element the sum of all advective volume contributions plus the non-conservative volume terms in
(4.1) yields〈→
D
↔
F˜EC,W
〉
N
+
〈
Φ
→
DS
→
B˜,W
〉
N
=
∫
∂E,N
(→
F˜  · →n
)
dS . (4.30)
Proof. Again we first split up the volume flux in Euler, MHD and GLM parts according to (4.11). From
Lemma 2 we know, that the GLM volume flux vanishes exactly. Moreover, we know from [16, 23], that the
volume contributions of the Euler components become the entropy flux evaluated at the boundary〈→
D
↔
F˜EC,Euler,W
〉
N
=
∫
∂E,N
(→
F˜  · →n
)
dS, (4.31)
which is equivalent to the step (2.37) in the continuous analysis.
Finally, the remaining volume contributions of the ideal MHD equations and the non-conservative terms
cancel in entropy space [35]〈→
D
↔
F˜EC,MHD,W
〉
N
+
〈
Φ
→
DS
→
B˜,W
〉
N
= 0, (4.32)
which is equivalent to the step (2.38) in the continuous analysis. We provide a complete proof of this
cancellation property in Appendix B, which expands upon the one dimensional proof of Liu et al. [35].
The results of Lemma 2 and Corollary 1 demonstrate that many of the volume contributions cancel in
entropy space and the remaining terms move to the interfaces of the contracted DG approximation. Thus,
in the next section we include this additional interface contribution containing the entropy fluxes.
4.1.3. Surface contributions
We are now prepared to examine the surface terms of the contracted DG approximation (4.1) incorporat-
ing the now known additional surface part that comes from the volume terms due to the result of Corollary
1. On each element the surface terms are given in compact notation as
Γk =
∫
∂Ek,N
WT
[↔
F˜EC −
↔
F˜a
]
· →n dS +
∫
∂Ek,N
WT
[(
Φ
→
B˜
)
♦ −Φ
→
B˜
]
· →n dS +
∫
∂Ek,N
(→
F˜  · →n
)
dS . (4.33)
To determine the total surface contributions from the advective and non-conservative terms in the contracted
DG approximation (4.1) we sum over all elements, k = 1, . . . ,K similar to Gassner et al. [23]. We introduce
notation for states at the first LGL node of the neighboring element to be “+” and compliment the notation
with “−” to denote the value of a quantity at the boundary LGL nodes on the current element. This allows
us to define the orientated jump and the arithmetic mean at the interfaces to be
J·K = (·)+ − (·)−, {{·}} = 1
2
(
(·)+ + (·)−) . (4.34)
We note that, as we focus on periodic domains, the surface contributions at the physical domain boundaries
can be expressed with the same notation as the interior edges containing periodic jumps and averages from
opposite domain boundaries.
We investigate the total surface contributions from (4.33) term by term. The sum over all elements for
the first term generates jumps in the fluxes and entropy variables where we also use the uniqueness of the
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numerical surface flux function yielding
K∑
k=1
∫
∂Ek,N
WT
[↔
F˜EC −
↔
F˜a
]
· →n dS =
∑
edges
∫
N
{(↔
F˜EC
)T JWK− s(↔F˜a · →n)T W{ dS} . (4.35)
First, we examine the behavior of the GLM part of the entropy conservative flux at the interfaces that come
from (4.33).
Lemma 3 (Entropy contribution of GLM surface terms).
The contribution from the GLM part of the entropy conservative scheme vanishes at element interfaces, i.e.,
∫
N
{(↔
F˜EC,GLM
)T JWK− s(↔F˜a,GLM · →n)T W{} dS = 0. (4.36)
Proof. This follows directly from the definition of the GLM components of the entropy conservative flux
(4.14)(↔
F˜EC,GLM
)T JWK− s(↔F˜a,GLM · →n)T W{ = JWKT F˜EC,GLM − r→ΨGLM · →nz = 0, (4.37)
where we note that because the arguments are real-valued, we can switch the ordering in the inner product.
We leave the remaining contributions of the Euler and ideal MHD components to later in this section,
since we first define
(
Φ
→
B˜
)
♦ and examine the contribution of the second term from (4.33). What we will
find is that the surface contribution of the non-conservative terms generates an additional boundary term
that cancels an extraneous term left over from the analysis of the ideal MHD part of the advective fluxes.
Lemma 4 (Discretization of the non-conservative surface term).
For the second term in (4.33) we define(
Φ
→
B˜
)
♦ · →n = Φ−
{{ →
B˜ · →n
}}
, (4.38)
to obtain the total non-conservative surface contribution
K∑
k=1
∫
∂Ek,N
WT
[(
Φ
→
B˜
)
♦ −Φ
→
B˜
]
· →n dS = −
∑
edges
∫
N
{{θ}}
r →
B˜ · →n
z
dS . (4.39)
Proof. We first substitute the definition (4.38) into the second term of (4.33), where, for clarity, we explicitly
state which values come from the current element k and what comes from the neighbors∫
∂Ek,N
WT
[(
Φ
→
B˜
)
♦ −Φ
→
B˜
]
· →n dS =
∫
∂Ek,N
(
W−
)T [
Φ−
{{ →
B˜ · →n
}}
−Φ−
( →
B˜− · →n
)]
dS . (4.40)
Note that the values of W and Φ in the contribution (4.40) are evaluated from the current element, so we
have a discrete version of the property (2.18)(
W−
)T
Φ− = θ−. (4.41)
Thus, ∫
∂Ek,N
(
W−
)T [
Φ−
{{ →
B˜ · →n
}}
−Φ−
( →
B˜− · →n
)]
dS =
∫
∂Ek,N
θ−
[{{ →
B˜ · →n
}}
−
( →
B˜− · →n
)]
dS . (4.42)
Next, we expand the arithmetic mean at the four interfaces of element k in (4.42) to get∫
∂Ek,N
θ−
[{{ →
B˜ · →n
}}
−
( →
B˜− · →n
)]
dS =
1
2
∫
∂Ek,N
θ−
[ →
B˜+ −
→
B˜−
]
· →n dS . (4.43)
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The total surface contribution of (4.43) requires delicate consideration due to the inherent non-uniqueness
of the non-conservative term at the interface. Each interface actually contributes twice to the contracted
DG approximation and it is important to take into account that the normal vector is outward pointing. In
the sum over all elements we inspect the left and right contributions of one particular interface from (4.43)
−1
2
{
θ−
( →
B˜+ −
→
B˜−
)
· →n
}
+
1
2
{
θ+
( →
B˜− −
→
B˜+
)
· →n
}
= −1
2
r
θ
( →
B˜ · →n
)z
+
1
2
{
θ+
( →
B˜− · →n
)
− θ−
( →
B˜+ · →n
)}
= −{{θ}}
r →
B˜ · →n
z
,
(4.44)
where all other interfaces are handled in an analogous fashion.
We then determine the desired result
K∑
k=1
∫
∂Ek,N
WT
[(
Φ
→
B˜
)
♦ −Φ
→
B˜
]
· →n dS = −
∑
edges
∫
N
{{θ}}
r →
B˜ · →n
z
dS . (4.45)
Remark 3. The definition of
(
Φ
→
B˜
)
♦ in (4.38) can be interpreted as a partial split form of the non-
conservative term. It is easily seen to be consistent, but it is not symmetric with respect to its arguments
because it is only “half” of the full splitting. This was noted in the above proof and revealed that each
interface contributes twice in the contracted DG approximation, one from the left and another from the
right.
Remark 4. The definition (4.38) is a re-contextualization for the non-conservative surface term discretization
of previous entropy stable DG methods for the ideal MHD equations [20, 35] into the split form DG context.
The sum over all elements on the third term in (4.33) generates a jump in the entropy fluxes∫
∂Ek,N
(→
F˜  · →n
)
dS =
∫
N
r(→
F˜  · →n
)z
dS . (4.46)
Now, with the results of Lemmas 3 and 4 as well as the results (4.35) and (4.46) we can address the remaining
contributions of the Euler and ideal MHD components at the surface:
Corollary 2 (Entropy contributions of total advective surface terms).
Summing over all elements in (4.33) shows that the contribution of the advective and non-conservative terms
on the surface cancel, meaning
K∑
k=1
Γk = 0. (4.47)
Proof. We note that from Lemma 3 we have accounted for the cancellation of the GLM terms. Similar to
the volume term analysis in Corollary 1 we again separate the contributions of the Euler and ideal MHD
terms. It is immediate that the Euler terms drop out from the definition of the entropy flux potential for
the Euler part (2.46) and the constriction of the entropy conserving flux (4.12)(↔
F˜EC,Euler
)T JWK− s(↔F˜a,Euler · →n)T W{+ r→F˜  · →nz = JWKT ↔F˜EC,Euler − r→ΨEuler · →nz = 0. (4.48)
The ideal MHD contributions require more manipulation. First, we make use of the entropy flux potential
(2.47) to write(↔
F˜EC,MHD
)T JWK− s(↔F˜a,MHD · →n)T W{ = JWKT ↔F˜EC,MHD − r→ΨMHD · →nz+ rθ ( →B˜ · →n)z
= JWKT ↔F˜EC,MHD − r→ΨMHD · →nz+ {{ →B˜ · →n}} JθK+ {{θ}}r →B˜ · →nz , (4.49)
where we use a property of the jump operatorJabK = {{a}} JbK+ {{b}} JaK . (4.50)
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We see that the first three terms on the last line of (4.49) are the entropy conservative flux condition (4.13)
and cancel. This leaves the remainder term(↔
F˜EC,MHD
)T JWK− s(↔F˜a,MHD · →n)T W{ = {{θ}}r →B˜ · →nz . (4.51)
This term is identical to the surface contribution of the non-conservative term from Lemma 4 but with
opposite sign. These final two terms cancel and yield the desired result
K∑
k=1
Γk = 0. (4.52)
Summarizing this section, we have demonstrated that, neglecting the GLM damping source term (Remark
2) and assuming periodic boundary conditions, all of the advective and non-conservative contributions in
the approximation (4.1) cancel in entropy space.
4.2. Analysis of the resistive parts
Lastly, since the discussion of the advective and non-conservative parts is now complete, we focus on the
resistive parts, namely the last row of the first equation in (4.1). Again, we first have to select appropri-
ate numerical fluxes at the interfaces. Thus, we use the computationally simple Bassi-Rebay (BR1) type
approximation [3] in terms of the discrete entropy variables and gradients [23]
↔
F˜v,∗ · →n =
{{↔
F˜v · →n
}}
, W∗ = {{W}} . (4.53)
With the knowledge of the previous section we are equipped to prove the second main result of this work.
Theorem 2 (Discrete entropy stability of the DGSEM for the resistive GLM-MHD equations).
The DGSEM for the resistive GLM-MHD equations (3.20) with(
Φ
→
B˜
)
♦ · →n = Φ−
{{ →
B˜ · →n
}}
,
↔
F˜a,∗ =
↔
F˜a,# =
↔
F˜EC, (4.54)
and the viscous interface fluxes (4.53) is entropy stable for periodic boundary conditions.
Proof. From Corollaries 1, 2 we know that the volume, surface and non-conservative terms of the advective
portions of the resistive GLM-MHD equations cancel in entropy space. The remaining parts of the contracted
DG approximation are
〈JUt,W〉N =
〈→
DS
↔
F˜v,W
〉
N
+
∫
∂E,N
WT
{(↔
F˜v,∗ −
↔
F˜v
)
· →n
}
dS + 〈JR,W〉N ,
〈
J
↔
Q,
↔
F˜v
〉
N
=
∫
∂E,N
W∗,T
(↔
F˜v · →n
)
dS−
〈
W,
→
DS
↔
F˜v
〉
N
.
(4.55)
We consider the first term of the second equation and insert the alternate form of the viscous flux rewritten
in terms of the gradient of the entropy variables as in the continuous analysis (2.27). We use the known
property that the viscous flux matrix K is symmetric positive semi-definite for the resistive MHD equations
to see that〈
J
↔
Q,
↔
Fv
〉
N
= J
〈↔
Q,K
↔
Q
〉
N
≥ 0. (4.56)
Next, we insert the second equation of (4.55) into the first and use the estimate (4.56) to get
〈JUt,W〉N ≤
∫
∂E,N
{
WT
((↔
F˜v,∗ −
↔
F˜v
)
· →n
)
+ W∗,T
(↔
F˜v · →n
)}
dS + 〈JR,W〉N (4.57)
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From Remark 2 we know, that we can also ignore the discrete damping source term without violating the
inequality. After summing over all elements we can replace the left hand side by the total entropy derivative
according to (4.2) and obtain interface jumps on the right hand side as in the previous analysis
dS
dt
≤
∑
edges
∫
N
{(↔
F˜v,∗ · →n
)T JWK− s(↔F˜v · →n)T W{+ (W∗)T r↔F˜v · →nz} dS . (4.58)
With the choice of the numerical surface fluxes for the viscous terms (4.53) we see that each term on the
right hand side of (4.58) takes the form(↔
F˜v,∗ · →n
)T JWK− s(↔F˜v · →n)T W{+ (W∗)T r↔F˜v · →nz = {{↔F˜v · →n}}T JWK− s(↔F˜v · →n)T W{+ {{W}}T r↔F˜v · →nz (4.59)
and repeated use of the jump property (4.50) gives usr
(
↔
F˜v · →n)TW
z
=
{{↔
F˜v · →n
}}T JWK+ r↔F˜v · →nzT {{W}} , (4.60)
so that the contribution of the viscous numerical fluxes at the interior faces (4.59) vanishes exactly. Again,
assuming periodic boundary conditions for the viscous fluxes, too, the final discrete entropy statement is
dS
dt
≤ 0, (4.61)
which proves discrete entropy stability for the resistive GLM-MHD equations.
Remark 5. We can introduce additional dissipation without violating the entropy condition by replacing the
EC fluxes at element interfaces by the ES fluxes, e.g., (4.9).
Remark 6. We presented the proofs of entropy stability for the DG approximation on two-dimensional
uniform Cartesian meshes. However, for this simplified mesh assumption, the extension to three spatial
dimensions is straightforward. This is because the derivatives in the DG approximation are decoupled in
each spatial direction. Therefore, the proofs presented throughout this section hold in three dimensions
by adding a ζ−direction in the volume contributions and surface coupling is done at neighboring two-
dimensional “faces” rather than at one dimensional “edges”.
5. Numerical results
In this section we present numerical tests to demonstrate the high-order accuracy, entropy conserva-
tion/stability, divergence cleaning capability and increased robustness of the numerical methods derived in
this work. We begin in Sec. 5.1 with the method of manufactured solutions to verify the high-order con-
vergence for the resistive GLM-MHD scheme. Section 5.2, though an academic test case, numerically shows
the entropy conservation property for the DG approximation of the ideal GLM-MHD using a weak shock
tube with periodic boundaries. Next, the divergence cleaning properties of the high-order ideal GLM-MHD
scheme are given in Sec. 5.3. Finally, we provide examples, in which every piece of the presented numer-
ical solver are exercised, to demonstrate the increased robustness of the entropy stable DG approximation
for the resistive GLM-MHD equations. In these investigations we will show the necessity of the entropy
stable framework in conjunction with GLM hyperbolic divergence cleaning to provide numerical stability
for problems with very weak diffusivity. Specifically, in two spatial dimensions, we use a viscous version
of the well-known Orszag-Tang vortex, e.g. [1], and in three spatial dimensions increased robustness is
presented for an under-resolved turbulence computation using an extension of the Taylor-Green vortex to
MHD models, e.g. [4, 34].
Unless otherwise stated, we set CFL=DFL=0.5, the damping parameter α = 0 and the GLM propagation
speed ch to be proportional to the maximum advective wave speed. Also, a suitable choice for the initial
value of ψ is ψ(→x, t = 0) = 0.
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5.1. Manufactured solution test for viscous equations
In order to verify the high-order approximation of the entropy stable DG discretization (3.20) for the
resistive GLM-MHD system (2.6), we run a convergence test with the method of manufactured solutions.
To do so, we assume a solution of the form
u =
[
h, h, h, 0, 2h2, h,−h, 0, 0]T with h = h(x, y, t) = sin(2pi(x+ y)− 4t) + 4. (5.1)
This generates a residual for the resistive GLM-MHD system defined as
ut +
→∇ ·↔fa(u)− →∇ ·↔fv(u, →∇u) =

ht + 2hx
ht + hx + 4hhx
ht + hx + 4hhx
0
4hht + 16hhx − 2hx − 4µR(h2x + hhxx)− 4µNShxx/Pr
ht + 2hx − 2µRhxx
−ht − 2hx + 2µRhxx
0
0

(5.2)
for γ = 2 and Pr = 0.72. To solve the inhomogeneous problem we subtract the discrete residual from the
approximate solution after each Runge-Kutta step. We run the test case on the periodic domain Ω = [0, 1]2
up to the final time T = 0.5. Furthermore, we set µNS = µR = 0.05 and finally obtain the convergence
results illustrated in Tables 1 and 2. The errors of v2 and B2 are identical to the ones of v1 and B1, whereas
v3 and B3 are equal to zero for all time.
∆x L2(%) L2(v1) L
2(p) L2(B1) L
2(ψ)
1/5 3.45E-03 1.17E-03 1.38E-02 1.76E-03 1.76E-03
1/10 2.28E-04 8.59E-05 7.95E-04 1.02E-04 1.31E-04
1/20 1.48E-05 5.82E-06 5.23E-05 5.40E-06 8.64E-06
1/40 8.25E-07 3.33E-07 3.12E-06 3.07E-07 5.48E-07
avg EOC 4.01 3.93 4.04 4.16 3.88
Table 1: L2-errors and EOC of manufactured solution test for resistive GLM-MHD and N = 3.
∆x L2(%) L2(v1) L
2(p) L2(B1) L
2(ψ)
1/5 1.87E-04 8.56E-05 1.03E-03 9.76E-05 1.14E-04
1/10 5.38E-06 2.74E-06 4.01E-05 2.75E-06 3.39E-06
1/20 1.98E-07 7.34E-08 1.46E-06 8.02E-08 1.04E-07
1/40 7.66E-09 1.57E-09 5.80E-08 2.48E-09 3.23E-09
avg EOC 4.86 5.25 4.70 5.09 5.04
Table 2: L2-errors and EOC of manufactured solution test for resistive GLM-MHD and N = 4.
We note, if we apply an entropy conservative approximation to this test case, the convergence order would
exhibit an odd/even effect depending on the polynomial degree. This phenomenon of optimal convergence
order for even and sub-optimal convergence order for odd polynomial degrees has been previously observed
for entropy conservative DG approximations, e.g. [22, 24].
5.2. Entropy conservation
In this section we focus on the entropy conservation properties of the method. As such, we deactivate
the numerical dissipation introduced by the interface stabilization terms (4.9) and set µNS = µR = 0 to
remove the resistive terms, because entropy conservation only applies to the ideal GLM-MHD equations.
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In contrast to the previous convergence investigation, it does not make sense to measure entropy con-
servation with well-resolved smooth solutions, as in this case the errors in the DGSEM would converge
spectrally fast to entropy conservation. Thus, to make this conservation test challenging we consider a
oblique shock tube test with periodic boundary conditions. As the flow evolves physical entropy dissipation
occurs at the shock. However, the high-order DG scheme artificially preserves entropy by construction and,
near discontinuities, energy is re-distributed at the smallest resolvable scale [37]. This is why we select this
test to verify the theoretical properties of the derived DG scheme.
We define the test case in the periodic box Ω = [0, 1]2 initialized by a small diagonal shock (see e.g. [51]):
% v1 v2 v3 p B1 B2 B3
x < y 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.0/
√
4.0pi 4.0/
√
4.0pi 2.0/
√
4.0pi
x ≥ y 1.08 0.6 0.01 0.5 0.95 2.0/√4.0pi 3.6/√4.0pi 2.0/√4.0pi
Table 3: Initialized primitives for the entropy conservation test.
Furthermore, we set γ=5/3, ∆x=∆y=1/20 and T =0.5.
The entropy conservative DGSEM for the ideal GLM-MHD equations is essentially dissipation-free. In the
case of discontinuous solutions, the only dissipation introduced into the approximation is through the time
integration scheme. Hence, we can use the error in the total entropy as a measure of the temporal convergence
of the method. We know that by shrinking the CFL number, the dissipation of the time integration scheme
is lessened and entropy conservation is captured more accurately, e.g. [18].
In the log-log plot, Figure 1, we illustrate the numerical results for N = 2 and N = 3, which confirm this
precise behavior. There is a reduction of the entropy error according to the fourth order time integration
scheme for decreasing CFL numbers. That is, halving the CFL number leads to a factor of 16 reduction in the
entropy error. In fact, if the CFL number is taken small enough, the entropy conservation error is driven to
the order of machine precision. This demonstrates the discrete entropy conservation property of the scheme
without viscous terms modulo the discretization errors introduced by the time integration scheme.
5.3. Divergence Cleaning
In order to demonstrate the reduction of the divergence error in the magnetic field, we use a maliciously
chosen non-divergence-free initialization in Ω = [−1, 1]2 defined by a Gaussian pulse in the x−component
of the magnetic field proposed in [1]:
%(x, y, 0) = 1, E(x, y, 0) = 6, B1(x, y, 0) = exp
(
−1
2
[
x2 + y2
0.112
])
.
The other initial values are set to zero and the boundaries are periodic. Again we set γ = 5/3 and turn
off physical viscosity. In Figure 2 we illustrate the time evolution of the normalized discrete divergence
error measured in terms of ‖→∇ · →B‖L2(Ω) for N = 3 and 20 × 20 elements. Here, we show the simulation
results of the ideal GLM-MHD approximation, in which the divergence error is solely propagated through
the domain. However, due to the periodic nature of the boundaries, it is known that the divergence errors
will simply advect back into the domain [10] with only minimal damping due to the high-order nature of
the DG scheme. As such, we provide a study comparing the no divergence cleaning case against the GLM
with additional damping and varying the value of α in (2.12). For this periodic test problem we see that
extra damping is necessary to control errors in Figure 2. These high-order results reinforce a similar study
done in the finite volume context [11].
5.4. Viscous Orszag-Tang vortex
Next, we use a viscous version of the Orszag-Tang vortex [1, 11, 39] to demonstrate the increased
robustness of the entropy stable approximation including GLM divergence cleaning. The initial conditions
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Figure 1: Log-log plot of entropy conservation error for N = 2 and N = 3 on a uniform 20 × 20 Cartesian mesh and final
time T=0.5.
are simple and smooth, but evolve to contain complex structures and energy exchanges between the velocity
and magnetic fields. The domain is Ω = [0, 1]2 with periodic boundary conditions and initial data
% = 1 v1 = − sin(2piy) v2 = sin(2pix) (5.3)
p =
1
γ
B1 = − 1
γ
sin(2piy) B2 =
1
γ
sin(4pix) (5.4)
with γ = 5/3. To include diffusivity in the simulation we select the Prandtl number to be Pr = 0.72 and
the viscosity and resistivity parameters to be
µNS = 8.5× 10−4, µR = 10−5. (5.5)
This selection of the diffusive coefficients corresponds to a kinematic Reynolds number (Re) of approximately
1170 and a magnetic Reynolds number (Rem) of 100, 000. The initial conditions evolve to a final time of
T = 0.5.
Moreover, the simulation uses a polynomial order N = 7 in each spatial direction on a 20× 20 Cartesian
grid. We run three variants of the DG approximation to demonstrate the necessity of the entropy stable
scheme as well as the GLM modification for numerical stability of this particular test case configuration in
Table 4.
Configuration N = 7, 20× 20 mesh
Standard DGSEM with GLM divergence cleaning crash
Entropy stable DGSEM without GLM divergence cleaning crash
Entropy stable DGSEM with GLM divergence cleaning result
Table 4: Comparison of the numerical stability of the standard DGSEM against the entropy stable version with and without
GLM divergence cleaning, applied to the viscous Orszag-Tang vortex problem.
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Figure 2: Temporal evolution of the normalized discrete L2 error in the divergence-free condition for N = 3 in each spatial
direction on 20× 20 uniform elements.
These results demonstrate that the entropy stable formulation as well as numerical treatment of the
divergence-free constraint are needed to create a robust scheme for this configuration. We shrink the time
step by setting CFL=DFL=0.25 and find the same numerical stability results for the three configurations
presented in Table 4. This reinforces that the numerical instabilities in the approximate flow are caused by
errors other than those introduced by the time integration scheme. For the entropy stable DG simulation
with GLM divergence cleaning we illustrate the density together with contour lines of the magnetic field at
the final time in Figure 3. We also provide a time-dependent plot of the normalized total entropy for the
case CFL=DFL=0.5 to show the entropy stability of the entire approximation in Figure 4.
We note that the high-order entropy stable approximation is not guaranteed to be oscillation-free near
shocks, e.g. [53]. Thus, there are still observable, albeit small, numerical artifacts in the approximate
solution (Figure 3). But, due to the viscous and resistive terms, the entropy stable DGSEM applied to this
setup of the Orszag-Tang problem can run without any additional shock capturing method.
5.5. Insulating Taylor-Green vortex
Lastly, we consider a modification of the well-known Taylor-Green vortex (TGV) of the the compressible
Navier-Stokes equations, e.g. [44], to include magnetic fields [4, 33, 34] as a final example to demonstrate
the increased robustness of the entropy stable DG approximation. The TGV flow was first introduced
for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in [50] as a model problem for the analysis of transition
and turbulence decay in a cubic domain with periodic boundary conditions. The test case is particularly
interesting, because a simple set of initial conditions evolve to include a wide range of spatial scales as well
as turbulent structures. Several extensions of the TGV are available for the ideal MHD equations to model
turbulent plasmas, e.g. [34]. Here we consider a particular insulating version of the TGV for the resistive
MHD equations. Although the original extension of the TGV was done in the ideal MHD context [33], we
select the viscosity and resistivity coefficients to be (5.5).
We adopt a modified version of the initial conditions suited for compressible flow solvers. To create an
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Figure 3: Density pseudocolor plot with overlaid magnetic field lines for the viscous Orszag-Tang vortex at T = 0.5 with
N = 7 in each spatial direction on 20× 20 element mesh and diffusivity coefficients (5.5).
initial condition for the pressure involves solving a Poisson equation from the incompressible ideal MHD
equations. Details of this process are outlined in Appendix C. Because the definition of the pressure is
unique up to a constant, we select the initial pressure such that the flow is nearly incompressible with a
maximum Mach number of 0.1. The initial conditions prescribe a state in Ω = [0, 2pi]3 with the density,
velocity components, pressure, and magnetic field components defined as:
% = 1
→
v = (sin(x) cos(y) cos(z), − cos(x) sin(y) cos(z), 0)T
p =
100
γ
+
1
16
(cos(2x) + cos(2y)) (2 + cos(2z)) +
1
16
(cos(4x) + cos(4y)) (2− cos(4z))
→
B = (cos(2x) sin(2y) sin(2z), − sin(2x) cos(2y) sin(2z), 0)T
(5.6)
where γ = 1.4. The initial conditions (5.6) are evolved up to the final time T = 20.0 such that turbulent
structures can develop and evolve. We note that, for a compressible simulation the initial condition of the
pressure will change, if other insulating or conducting TGV formulations from [33] are chosen.
We use this turbulent test case of the insulated TGV (5.6) to demonstrate the increased robustness of
the proposed solver described in this work. To do so, we run three spatial configurations each with 643
degrees of freedom (DOFs):
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Figure 4: Time evolution plot of the total entropy in the viscous Orszag-Tang vortex with N = 7 on 20 × 20 elements with
diffusivity coefficients (5.5).
• N = 3 in each spatial direction with a 16× 16× 16 mesh
• N = 7 in each spatial direction with an 8× 8× 8 mesh
• N = 15 in each spatial direction with a 4× 4× 4 mesh
We perform a comparison of the standard DGSEM against the entropy stable DGSEM, both with GLM
divergence cleaning. We obtain similar robustness results for each polynomial order examined in this test
case and collect our findings in Table 5. This highlights that the entropy stable DG method with GLM
divergence cleaning is more numerically stable for under-resolved turbulence computations.
DOFs = 643 Standard DGSEM with GLM Entropy Stable DGSEM with GLM
N = 3, 16× 16× 16 mesh crash result
N = 7, 8× 8× 8 mesh crash result
N = 15, 4× 4× 4 mesh crash result
Table 5: Comparison of the standard versus entropy stable high-order DGSEM for the insulating Taylor-Green vortex problem
with three polynomial orders, all with 643 DOFs.
The low Mach number insulating TGV (5.6) considered here is used purely as a robustness test case.
An analysis of the turbulence modeling capabilities obtained by the entropy stable DGSEM with GLM
divergence cleaning is outside the scope of the current work, but is the focus of future research. These results
underline that controlling aliasing errors in a high-order numerical approximation of the resistive GLM-
MHD equations with an entropy stable formulation offers increased robustness. This reinforces previous
results regarding entropy stable DG methods stabilizing under-resolved turbulence computations for the
compressible Euler equations [24].
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6. Conclusions
In this work, we have presented a novel entropy stable nodal DG scheme for the resistive MHD equations
including GLM divergence cleaning. First, we have analyzed the continuous entropic properties of the
underlying system in order to demonstrate that the resistive GLM-MHD equations satisfy the entropy
inequality. This also provided guidance for the semi-discrete formulation to find necessary entropy stability
conditions. Concerning this matter, we have always followed the methodology of constructing the discrete
thermodynamic properties first for the ideal MHD system with special focus on the divergence diminishing
GLM parts. Lastly, the discretization of the resistive parts in the proposed DG approximation has been
shown to be entropy stable.
We have also provided numerical results to verify the theoretical findings. In particular, we have shown,
with the method of manufactured solutions, that the entropy stable DGSEM solver described in this work
is high-order accurate. Next, we have verified the entropy conservative nature of the underlying scheme
as well as the utility of the GLM divergence cleaning and damping term. Finally, we have demonstrated
the increased robustness of the entropy stable DG approximation. The last two numerical tests reveal that
the entropy stable discretization with hyperbolic divergence cleaning significantly improves the robustness
in two as well as three spatial dimensions. Thus, especially for large-scale applications, e.g. in space or
astrophysics, the entropy stable high-order scheme for the resistive GLM-MHD equations derived herein
offers accuracy and robustness advantages compared to other state-of-the-art DG solvers.
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Appendix A. Dissipation matrices for entropy variables
In this section we explicitly state the missing block matrices necessary to define the diffusion terms for
the entropy stable approximation of the resistive GLM-MHD equations from Lemma 1:
K12 =
1
w5

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2µNS3 0 − 2µNSw33w5 0 0 0 0
0 −µNS 0 0 µNSw2w5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 µNSw3w5 −
2µNSw2
3w5
0 −µNSw2w3
3w25
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 µRw6w7
w25
−µRw7w5 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −µRw6w5 µR 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(A.1)
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K13 =
1
w5

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2µNS3 − 2µNSw43w5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −µNS 0 0 µNSw2w5 0 0 0 0
0 µNSw4w5 0 −
2µNSw2
3w5
−µNSw2w4
3w25
+ µRw6w8
w25
−µRw8w5 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −µRw6w5 µR 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(A.2)
K21 =
1
w5

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −µNS 0 µNSw3w5 0 0 0 0
0 2µNS3 0 0 − 2µNSw23w5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 − 2µNSw33w5
µNSw2
w5
0 −µNSw2w3
3w25
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 µRw6w7
w25
0 −µRw6w5 0 0
0 0 0 0 −µRw7w5 0 µR 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(A.3)
K22 =
1
w5

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −µNS 0 0 µNSw2w5 0 0 0 0
0 0 − 4µNS3 0 4µNSw33w5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −µNS µNSw4w5 0 0 0 0
0 µNSw2w5
4µNSw3
3w5
µNSw4
w5
−µNSw22
w25
− 4µNSw23
3w25
− µNSw24
w25
+ κRw5 −
µRw
2
6
w25
− µRw28
w25
µRw6
w5
0 µRw8w5 0
0 0 0 0 µRw6w5 −µR 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 µRw8w5 0 0 −µR 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(A.4)
K23 =
1
w5

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2µNS3 − 2µNSw43w5 0 0 0 0
0 0 −µNS 0 µNSw3w5 0 0 0 0
0 0 µNSw4w5 −
2µNSw3
3w5
−µNSw3w4
3w25
+ µRw7w8
w25
0 −µRw8w5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −µRw7w5 0 µR 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(A.5)
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K31 =
1
w5

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −µNS µNSw4w5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2µNS3 0 0 − 2µNSw23w5 0 0 0 0
0 − 2µNSw43w5 0
µNSw2
w5
−µNSw2w4
3w25
+ µRw6w8
w25
0 0 −µRw6w5 0
0 0 0 0 −µRw8w5 0 0 µR 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(A.6)
K32 =
1
w5

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −µNS µNSw4w5 0 0 0 0
0 0 2µNS3 0 − 2µNSw33w5 0 0 0 0
0 0 − 2µNSw43w5
µNSw3
w5
−µNSw3w4
3w55
+ µRw7w8
w25
0 0 −µRw7w5 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −µRw8w5 0 0 µR 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(A.7)
K33 =
1
w5

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −µNS 0 0 µNSw2w5 0 0 0 0
0 0 −µNS 0 µNSw3w5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 − 4µNS3 4µNSw43w5 0 0 0 0
0 µNSw2w5
µNSw3
w5
4µNSw4
3w5
−µNSw22
w25
− µNSw23
w25
− 4µNSw24
3w25
+ κ
Rw25
− µRw26
w25
− µRw26
w25
µRw6
w5
µRw7
w5
0 0
0 0 0 0 µRw6w5 −µR 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 µRw7w5 0 −µR 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(A.8)
Appendix B. Proof for MHD volume contribution
We show in this section that the property (4.32), reproduced here for convenience,〈→
D
↔
F˜EC,MHD,W
〉
N
+
〈
Φ
→
DS
→
B˜,W
〉
N
= 0, (B.1)
is satisfied. To do so we first expand each of the volume contribution from the advective terms〈→
D
↔
F˜EC,MHD,W
〉
N
=
N∑
i,j=0
ωiωjW
T
ij
[
∆x
2
N∑
m=0
2DimFEC,MHD1 (Uij ,Umj) + ∆x2
N∑
m=0
2DjmFEC,MHD2 (Uij ,Uim)
]
, (B.2)
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where we peeled the constant mapping term ∆x2 out of the entropy conservative fluxes for convenience. Next,
we expand the volume contribution from the non-conservative term〈
Φ
→
DS
→
B˜,W
〉
N
=
N∑
i,j=0
ωiωjW
T
ij
[
∆x
2
N∑
m=0
DimΦij (B1)mj +
∆x
2
N∑
m=0
Djm Φij (B2)im
]
, (B.3)
again, the constant mapping is factored out for convenience.
We focus on the ξ−direction term of the volume integral approximations, as the η−direction is done in
an analogous manner. The sum can be written in terms of the SBP matrix (3.7), Qim = ωiDim,
∆x
2
N∑
j=0
ωj
N∑
i=0
WTij
N∑
m=0
2ωiDimFEC,MHD1 (Uij ,Umj) = ∆x2
N∑
j=0
ωj
N∑
i=0
WTij
N∑
m=0
2QimFEC,MHD1 (Uij ,Umj). (B.4)
We use the summation-by-parts property 2Qim = Qim − Qmi + Bim, perform a reindexing of i and m to
incorperate the Qmi term and use the fact that FEC,MHD1 (Uij ,Umj) is symmetric with respect to the index
i and m to rewrite the ξ−direction contribution to the volume integral approximation as
N∑
i=0
WTij
N∑
m=0
2QimFEC,MHD1 (Uij ,Umj) =
N∑
i,m=0
WTij(Qim −Qmi + Bim)FEC,MHD1 (Uij ,Umj)
=
N∑
i,m=0
Qim (Wij −Wmj)T FEC,MHD1 (Uij ,Umj)
+ Bim WTijFEC,MHD1 (Uij ,Umj).
(B.5)
We have divided the entropy flux potentials into Euler, ideal MHD and GLM components (2.46)-(2.48).
Because the proof at hand only considers ideal MHD terms, we are only concerned with (2.47)
ΨMHD1 = w
T fMHD1 + θB1 (B.6)
and the accompanying entropy conservation condition for the MHD part of (4.13)JwKT fEC,MHD1 = qΨMHD1 y− {{B1}} JθK . (B.7)
We apply the form of (B.7) to rewrite (B.5)
(Wij −Wmj)T FEC,MHD1 (Uij ,Umj) =
(
ΨMHD1
)
ij
−(ΨMHD1 )mj− 12 ((B1)ij + (B1)mj) (θij − θmj) . (B.8)
Furthermore, note that the entries of the boundary matrix B are only non-zero when i = m = 0 or
i = m = N , so
BimWTijkFEC,MHD1 (Uij ,Umj) = Bim
((
ΨMHD1
)
ij
− θij (B1)ij
)
. (B.9)
We substitute (B.8) and (B.9) into the final line of (B.5) to find
N∑
i=0
WTij
N∑
m=0
2QimFEC,MHD1 (Uij ,Umj) =
N∑
i,m=0
Qim
[(
ΨMHD1
)
ij
− (ΨMHD1 )mj − 12 ((B1)ij + (B1)mj) (θij − θmj)
]
+ Bim
[(
ΨMHD1
)
ij
− θij (B1)ij
]
.
(B.10)
We will examine the terms of the sum (B.10) systematically from left to right. Now, because the derivative
of a constant is zero (i.e. the rows of Q sum to zero),
N∑
i,m=0
Qim
(
ΨMHD1
)
ij
=
N∑
i=0
(
ΨMHD1
)
ij
N∑
m=0
Qim = 0. (B.11)
Next, on the second term, we use the summation by parts property (3.7), and reindex on the Qmi term to
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rewrite
−
N∑
i,m=0
Qim
(
ΨMHD1
)
mj
= −
N∑
i,m=0
(Bim −Qmi)
(
ΨMHD1
)
mj
= −
N∑
i,m=0
(Bim −Qim)
(
ΨMHD1
)
ij
= −
N∑
i,m=0
Bim
(
ΨMHD1
)
ij
+
N∑
i,m=0
Qim
(
ΨMHD1
)
ij
= −
N∑
i,m=0
Bim
(
ΨMHD1
)
ij
+
N∑
i=0
(
ΨMHD1
)
ij
N∑
m=0
Qim
= −
N∑
i,m=0
Bim
(
ΨMHD1
)
ij
+ 0,
(B.12)
where, again, one term cancels due to consistency of the matrix Q.
We come next to the terms involving B1 and θ in (B.10). We leave these terms grouped for convenience.
First, we expand to find
N∑
i,m=0
Qim
(
−1
2
(
(B1)ij + (B1)mj
)
(θij − θmj)
)
= −1
2
N∑
i,m=0
Qim
(
θij (B1)ij + θij (B1)mj − θmj (B1)ij − θmj (B1)mj
)
.
(B.13)
We examine each term from (B.13): the first term uses the consistency of Q to become zero, the second
term is left alone, the third term reindexes i and m and the fourth term uses the SBP property to obtain
−1
2
N∑
i,m=0
Qim
(
θij (B1)ij + θij (B1)mj − θmj (B1)ij − θmj (B1)mj
)
= 0− 1
2
N∑
i,m=0
(Qim −Qmi)θij (B1)mj +
1
2
N∑
i,m=0
(Bim −Qmi)θmj (B1)mj .
(B.14)
Next, we use the SBP property on the Qmi term in the second part of (B.14), reindex in i and m on the
third term to get and use the consistency of the Q twice to find
−1
2
N∑
i,m=0
Qim
(
θij (B1)ij + θij (B1)mj − θmj (B1)ij − θmj (B1)mj
)
= −1
2
N∑
i=0
θij (B1)ij
N∑
m=0
Qim − 1
2
N∑
i,m=0
(2Qim − Bim)θij (B1)mj
+
1
2
N∑
i,m=0
Bimθij (B1)ij −
1
2
N∑
i=0
θij (B1)ij
N∑
m=0
Qim
= 0 +
N∑
i,m=0
Bimθij (B1)ij −
N∑
i,m=0
Qimθij (B1)mj + 0
(B.15)
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Combining the results of (B.10), (B.11), (B.12) and (B.15), we have
N∑
i=0
WTij
N∑
m=0
2QimFEC,MHD1 (Uij ,Umj)
= −
N∑
i,m=0
Bim
(
ΨMHD1
)
ij
−
N∑
i,m=0
Qimθij (B1)mj +
N∑
i,m=0
Bimθij (B1)ij +
N∑
i,m=0
Bim
[(
ΨMHD1
)
ij
− θij (B1)ij
]
= −
N∑
i,m=0
Qimθij (B1)mj
(B.16)
We are now prepared to revisit the contributions from the non-conservative volume terms (B.3). In the
the ξ−direction this contribution takes the form
N∑
i,j=0
ωiωjW
T
ij
N∑
m=0
DimΦij (B1)mj =
N∑
j=0
ωj
N∑
i,m=0
ωiDimWTijΦij (B1)mj
=
N∑
j=0
ωj
N∑
i,m=0
QimWTijΦij (B1)mj
=
N∑
j=0
ωj
N∑
i,m=0
Qimθij (B1)mj ,
(B.17)
where we have used the definition of the SBP matrix and the property (2.18) contracting the non-conservative
term into entropy space. Comparing the result (B.17) and the term of (B.16) we see that they cancel each
other when added together. Thus, the contribution in the ξ−direction is
N∑
j=0
ωj
N∑
i=0
WTij
[
N∑
m=0
2QimFEC,MHD1 (Uij ,Umj) +
N∑
m=0
Qimθij (B1)mj
]
= 0. (B.18)
An analogous result to (B.18) holds in the η−direction of the volume integral approximations, leading
to the desired result〈→
D
↔
F˜EC,MHD,W
〉
N
+
〈
Φ
→
DS
→
B˜,W
〉
N
= 0. (B.19)
Appendix C. Pressure initial condition for insulating compressible Taylor-Green vortex
We start from the incompressible ideal MHD equations
∂
→
v
∂t
+
→
v · →∇→v = −1
%
→∇p+ 1
%
→
B · →∇ →B
∂
→
B
∂t
+
→
v · →∇ →B = →B · →∇→v
→∇ · →v = 0, →∇ · →B = 0
(C.1)
where, note, the velocity and magnetic fields are assumed to be solenoidal. We then take the divergence of
the momentum and induction equations. The divergence of the induction equation immediately becomes
zero because of the solenoidal assumptions. After repeated use of the solenoidal assumptions the divergence
of the momentum equations yields a Poisson equation for the pressure
→∇2p = −%
{(
∂v1
∂x
)2
+
(
∂v2
∂y
)2
+
(
∂v3
∂z
)2
+ 2
[
∂v2
∂x
∂v1
∂y
+
∂v3
∂x
∂v1
∂z
+
∂v3
∂y
∂v2
∂z
]}
+
(
∂B1
∂x
)2
+
(
∂B2
∂y
)2
+
(
∂B3
∂z
)2
+ 2
[
∂B2
∂x
∂B1
∂y
+
∂B3
∂x
∂B1
∂z
+
∂B3
∂y
∂B2
∂z
]
,
(C.2)
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where
→∇2p = ∂
2p
∂x2
+
∂2p
∂y2
+
∂2p
∂z2
. (C.3)
The initial conditions of an insulating Taylor-Green vortex [33] for the density, velocity and magnetic fields,
reproduced here for convenience, are
% = 1,
→
v = (sin(x) cos(y) cos(z), − cos(x) sin(y) cos(z), 0)T ,
→
B = (cos(2x) sin(2y) sin(2z), − sin(2x) cos(2y) sin(2z), 0)T
(C.4)
The assumed initial conditions simplify the expression (C.2) to be
→∇2p = −
{(
∂v1
∂x
)2
+
(
∂v2
∂y
)2
+ 2
∂v2
∂x
∂v1
∂y
}
+
(
∂B1
∂x
)2
+
(
∂B2
∂y
)2
+ 2
∂B2
∂x
∂B1
∂y
. (C.5)
Applying the form of the initial conditions (C.4) the Poisson equation for the pressure (C.5) is
→∇2p = − cos2(z) (cos(2x) + cos(2y))− 4 sin2(2z) (cos(4x) + cos(4y)) . (C.6)
From this equation it is straightforward to derive an intial pressure, assuming periodic boundary conditions,
to be
p = C +
1
16
(cos(2x) + cos(2y)) (2 + cos(2z)) +
1
16
(cos(4x) + cos(4y)) (2− cos(4z)) . (C.7)
We note that the pressure is uniquely defined up to a constant C. The value of C is selected to specify the
initial Mach number of the flow configuration.
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